Correspondence and review concerning Buttenger's books, articles, lectures on Vietnam; letter about Buttenger's books being given to Harvard; letter from Praeger publishers rejecting Buttenger's *Vietnam: The Unforgettable Tragedy*, 12 February 1976.

-Book reviews and correspondence about books and articles on Vietnam, 1955-1978; does not include reviews of Buttenger's own publications.

- Correspondence, updating, and corrections of Buttenger's article on Vietnam for *Encyclopedia Britannica*.

- Various "Letters to the Editor" by Buttenger, regarding Vietnam; memorandum to Praeger publishers.


- Two reviews of *A Dragon Defiant*; letter regarding Vietnam lobby to Peter L. Weeks, 1974.

- Correspondence with Wesley Fishel, Michigan State University, 1959.

- Buttenger's undated notes on foreign aid.


- Draft of review of Charles Wolf, Jr.'s *Foreign Aid*.


- Correspondence with Cecil Akin about preparation of Buttenger's *A Dragon Defiant*, 1967.

- Selected bibliography of books on Vietnam published since 31 Dec. 1964.

- Buttenger's lectures on Vietnam; 1970 correspondence and minutes of Directors meeting of *Southeast Asia, and International Quarterly*.


- Miscellaneous notes.

- Draft of article "Der Katholizismus in de Politischen Geschichte Vietnames."

- Draft of reply to Burdich's comments on Buttenger's review of *The Ugly American*.

- Letters and memoranda on Vietnam.


- Draft of letter to U.S. ambassador to Saigon; various correspondence regarding Buttenger's books; copy of his speech "Are We Saving South Vietnam?"

- Various papers regarding Buttenger's views of *The Ugly American*.

- "Concerning: Foreign Aid to Vietnam." Notes.

- "Correspondence re Vietnam and books about, 1965-967."

- Correspondence and memoranda on the 1963 crisis in Vietnam.

- Undated drafts of four of Buttenger's speeches on Vietnam.

- Correspondence and documents on Vietnam, 1956-1969.


- Copies of review of Buttenger's *The Smaller Dragon*; letter of acknowledgement from Senator Mark Hatfield.